News from the Feminist Caucus, by Anne Burke

This month, a proposal for an upcoming Fem Caucus Panel, suggested by Susan
McCaslin; exiting news from editor Penn Kemp, "Playwrights Guild of Canada just
published a Q&A with me about the 2 panels and anthologies this June at: the
www.canadianwriterssummit.com!" More award news from Magie Dominic; new
members: Elee Kraljii Gardiner, Kerry Gilbert, and Sneha Madhaven-Reese; reviews of
serpentine loop, by Elee Kraljii Gardiner; Kerplnk, a verse novel of development, by
Kerry Gilbert (nee Trevelyan); Observing the Moon, by Sneha Madhaven-Reese. Betsy
Warland will be reading at the Incite Reading Series, May 4, in Vancouver, from Oscar
of Between. Details follow.
Magie Dominic
Magie Dominic’s first memoir, The Queen of Peace Room, was short-listed for the
Canadian Women’s Studies Award, ForeWord magazine’s Book of the Year Award, and
the Judy Grahn Award.
She was just informed that Street Angel was awarded the Silver Medal by the
Independent Publisher Book Awards - Best Regional Non-Fiction, Canada-East.
Congratulations! She just published - "On the Road with Allen Ginsberg" an excerpt from
her new book in progress. http://bit.ly/1Uzl0uk .
For Reviews see: http://www.wlupress.wlu.ca/Catalog/dominic-street.shtml.
Some more good news! The Villager Newspaper received an award from the New York
Press Association for its coverage of the Arts in 2015.Writers singled out - "Dusica Sue
Malesevic, for a profile of Magie Dominic in anticipation of an NYPL lecture (“Magic
Time at the Caffe Cino”).http://chelseanow.com/2016/04/nypa-contest-results-prove-wecan-do-better/ (the article singled out is here: http://thevillager.com/2015/12/02/magictime-at-the-caffe-cino/
STREET ANGEL
www.magiedominic.blogspot.com
Magie Dominic at Lincoln Center Archives
twitter @magiedominic

Betsy Warland
With the launch of Oscar of Between this spring, Betsy has many upcoming events and
readings in Canada and the UK. Save these upcoming dates in your calendar: from
http://www.betsywarland.com/events/.

MAY
May 4 – Incite Reading in Vancouver, BC
May 15 – Poetic Justice Reading in New Westminster, BC
JUNE
June 1 – The Writer’s Studio Reading Series at the Cottage Bistro
June 14 – Art Bar reading in Toronto, ON
JULY
July 6 – The Poetry Library reading in London, England
July 6 – Reading and Interview in Reykjavik, Iceland
OCTOBER
October 15 – Whistler Readers & Writers Festival Reading in Whistler, BC
Possible Upcoming Fem Caucus Panel Topic
From: Susan McCaslin
To: A. Burke
Cc: Katerina Fretwell
Subject: question re next year's Feminist Caucus chapbook

Dear Anne,
Unfortunately, I am unable to attend the League’s AGM and Conference this year, but have
been wondering about next year’s. I have a volume of ekphrastic poetry on Paul Cézanne
forthcoming this Fall (Oct. 2016) though Quattro Books, and have also been working with visual
artist and poet Katerina Fretwell, who is the editor of my upcoming Selected Poems (Fall 2017,
Inanna Publications).
Kat and I thought "Ekphrastic Poetry" might be a vibrant theme for next year’s Feminist Caucus
anthology. Since I won’t be there to propose this topic this year, and Kat may have to be late for
the 8 a.m. business meeting, I am wondering if you or someone else might be willing to propose
it as a topic, i.e. the relationship between poetry and painting, or the analogies and interactions
between the two art forms.
Because I have two books coming out in the next two years, and a third, a monograph in
progress, I would not be in a position to serve as editor of the chapbook anthology. However, I
would certainly consider contributing a piece to it because I have thought deeply about this
topic through my work on Paul Cézanne.
Katerina suggested she too would be able to serve on the panel and contribute an essay,.
All the best,
Susan McCaslin

Penn Kemp
Exiting news: Playwrights Guild of Canada just published this Q&A with me about the 2
panels and anthologies at the www.canadianwriterssummit.com this June! The interview
is up on
http://www.playwrightsguild.ca/news/featured-playwright-q-penn-kemp for
/about/ #CWS2016. Cheers, Penn. An excerpt from what pertains to the Feminist Caucus
appears below. For the entire interview, please type the link above into your browser. The
PDF does not permit an active link.
Q: You will be speaking on the Performing Women: Playwrights and Performance
Poets panel on Saturday, June 18th. How did this panel come together?
A: Every year, the Feminist Caucus of the League of Canadian Poets publishes a
chapbook. At the annual League meeting last June, I suggested the topic, Women and
Multimedia, and agreed to edit such a work. Ideas proliferated so quickly that it soon
became apparent that we’d need another anthology: Performing Women: Playwrights and
Performance Poets, for which I put out a call. What started off as chapbooks soon
expanded to 70-80 pages each. The two anthologies I edited will be launched at the
Summit. See www.poets.ca/feministcaucus. We are also hoping to produce a CD,
Performing Women, from the panel proceedings.
Our project is a joint venture between Playwrights Guild of Canada and the League of
Canadian Poets. How wonderful to see the close and keen co-operation between our
writers’ organizations in supporting both the panel and the anthology— a collaboration to
be celebrated in itself! With thanks to Anne Burke, chair of the Feminist Caucus and
publisher; the League of Canadian Poets staff; and Robin Sokolski from Playwrights
Guild of Canada: they were midwives to this anthology.
Our panelists are playwrights, performers, poets... and several are all three. Kelley Jo
Burke and Cornelia Hoogland were sponsored by the Playwrights Guild of Canada.
Catherine Kidd, Susan McMaster, and I were sponsored by the League of Canadian
Poets. Sheri-D will be with us in spirit: her work is in the anthology.
Each panelist will present her experience and ideas concerning performance — reading
from her essay or performing work that illustrates her points. We'll conclude with a
Q&A. I’m truly honoured to work with such talented co-creators. It is inspiring to hear
the personal stories that have transcended and unfolded, with creases, turning tumultuous
experiences and ideas into art.

Q: Tell us about the anthology you’re launching at this event that is being published
in the League of Canadian Poets’ Feminist Caucus Archive series.
A: Playwrights and Performance Poets: the Panel, the Anthology
Here’s an anthology that surges with energy to create a resonating concert of variety and
scope. These pieces are not just lifted off the page: they are singing, dancing spheres of
possibility, sparking new connections. So many threads weave through the works. With
titles like these, how could you not read on?
Kelley Jo Burke, “Why Ducks, Anyway?”
Cornelia Hoogland, "Red Dresses Hang from the Trees and Towers: Red and Rapunzel
are Missing”
Penn Kemp, “Sounding the depth, the surface resounding”
Catherine Kidd, “Zoomorphic Poetics (or, Why I Write So Many Poems About
Wildlife)”
Susan McMaster, “How does collaboration enhance performance poetry? The Intimate
Power of Co-Creation”
Sheri-D Wilson, “Spoken Word Poetry as Political Act”
For the cover of our anthology, I’ve chosen the red dress of REDress, contributed by
Cornelia Hoogland. This emblematic installation connects us graphically to the natural
world: the post comes alive as a woman wrapping her arms around herself. Cornelia
writes that she had “a fulsome email discussion with women who I thought were in a
better position to provide a caption. Here is what we've ended up with, written mostly by
Maxine Matilpi:”
“This installation was inspired by Jaime Black’s REDress project, an aesthetic response
to the more than 1000 missing and murdered Indigenous women in Canada. The
location, Village Point (on Denman Island, B.C.), formerly a Pentlatch village, serves as
a reminder that the story of missing and murdered Indigenous women is not only a
current reality, but is also deeply connected to colonial history.” - Maxine Matilpi
Such a moving tribute is one of the most profound ways of stirring folks to take action for
change, however it manifests. The line between actor/subject and audience dissolves in a
sense of our mutual humanity. I believe that such shared participation is a core purpose of
performance art, whatever guise it takes.
Performance of necessity demands a wider exploration and communication of the
subjective self, as it expresses itself in the world with other people and/or other mediums.
How does collaboration enhance and expand a single artist’s vision? With that sense of
inquiry in mind, I called for playwrights and poets to explore the topic of women
performing. Three of our contributors are primarily Spoken Word poets. It is fascinating
to read how these women have expanded the possibilities of performing to include ritual
and visual references, as well as the resonance of sound.

Performing Women: Playwrights and Performance Poets can be read along with the
Feminist Caucus anthology Women and Multimedia. All but one of the contributors to
Women in Performance are also members of the League of Poets, so their work fits in
beautifully. For even more synergy, take a look at these poets’ essays from Women and
Multimedia: Poetry Collaboration/Elaboration. Don't these titles entice you to read on?
Di Brandt, “Wild, wild, wild woman”
Terry Ann Carter, “Poetry and the Artist’s Book"
Moe Clark, “Prayer + Performance: Intersections of poetic transformation"
Penn Kemp, “I am translated: How does multimedia give form to a poem’s alternate
expression?”
Judith Neale, “Sum of all parts”
Cathy Petch, “De-Mystifying the Language of Tech”
Performing Women: Playwrights and Performance Poets is available from
www.poets.ca/feministcaucus/ and the copyscript program of the Playwrights Guild of
Canada, https://www.playwrightsguild.ca/about/programs-and-services. Contact
orders@playwrightsguild.ca.

Review of serpentine loop, by Elee Kraljii Gardiner (Vancouver: Anvil Press, 2016)
103 pp. paper.
The table of contents is in keeping with the title and theme, including an orbit for
precision ice skating (“Scribe”). Much as the figure skater has discipline through
compulsory or school figures, the poet uses predetermined patterns and shapes, such as
the serpentine loop, to demonstrate flawless mastery of her craft. The structure is
described in words, as well as drawn by muscle memory and based on individual
measurements.
One example is “The body becomes the measure becomes the line. The body written
into the ice.” (p. 15), Furthermore,
In poetry a twist

of words raises the pulse. A smooth paragraph lulls the reader.
In figures, a paragraph is a small two-lobed loop skated entirely
without putting a foot down, using only the change of edge at the
axis as momentum to bring around the body.
(p. 16)
Although the poet has left competitive skating, the metaphor did not leave her.
In “Push Off”, it is the river which “sews”, even the children know the outline. (“Insinu”)
Skates resemble cygnet swans. The gendering is blurred. The tongue is already habituated
by skate laces. Circles, loops, etc. constitute another language of movement. One may
jump into adulthood, “water to ice”. (“Once a Month”, p. 21) Fish appear to hibernate
and dead kittens rescued from ashes. “Baptism, chrysalis, rite of passage completed.”
(“Outdoors, Through”, p. 22) Skates carve parentheses, the appearance of letters.
(“Learning to Read and Write”, p. 24) The image of a body floating is contained within a
circle and superimposed onto text. (“Outdoors, Ice”) “Figure-Skating” appears in
newspaper font and text. See: a death by drowning: “Newspapers dredged the rest.” (p.
19) Only poets are allowed freedom of movement, “a red wheelbarrow” (adopted from
William Carlos Williams). (“Absurd Figures”, p. 27)
“Age-Eligible” is a found poem “River Rescue” marks the danger. “Pivot” portrays the
public school interpretation, at centre ice, of waltz jumps, while a Zamboni erases. (p. 31)
Marking the centre and “many systems for ordering the world” are as important.
“Appendix” is a facsimile copy. “Negative Patterns” repeats a refrain as mantra. The ego
is inflamed in a poem after “River of Bees” by W.S. Merwin. (“Cooling”) “Trespass” is a
poem in seven segments about worm-diggers, private property, how “we allow them
access”; these ruined athletes, amid an allusion to Thucydides, an ancient historian. Note:
erasure, “behind us a list of ancestors”. The danger, “They sell by the worm”' circular, the
cycle of design.
In “Change of Edge” a drowning occurs (“Falling Through”). The flesh of a fish becomes
this harpoon, Baleen, Sperm, Blue, Right, the mother of an orphan calf. (“Render”)
Coyote hunting domesticated cats, due to their own pups, is in turn hunted and killed by
Animal Control. (“Territory”) Collusion and commotion approach an electric fence.
(“Boundary for the Married”) Sex replaces other drugs. (“Spiral”) “Plate IX” is a graphic
design. Skating across a husband’s face and a wife’s various scabs on her wounds, a
flight of larks (“Mercury”) this green blade thrums. “Who You Are” is a series of
signifiers derived from figure skating and Operation Iraqi Freedom. The iconography of
sewing instructions represents “a secret language”. (“Costume Maker, 1960”) Of a
soldier, “They said heroism, he said nothing”. (“Ice is Thinnest Under a Bridge”) The
power of interpretation distinguishes between more than one type of survival.
“Supersedure” is based on death by swarming because of “violent things that happen in
the hive”. (p. 102) Note: “save the queen”// (where is the queen?” (p. 63) The round of a
ballad, follows: “hive to riverrriver to hive:hive to river:river to hive”. (p. 65) Instinct
ignites. “Aubade” relies on a prompt “spring-loaded with pollen”. This is said to be a

love poem, in welcome or dread, of the dawn, a song. This augury proffers “Streams of
killer language”. (p. 70) The medical school autopsies haunt her imagination.
(“Doppelganger”) Mouth to mouth resuscitation is nauseating. (“Main Artery Along the
River”) “Still Life” is a painterly portrait and poetic analysis. In a mother-daughter
relationship, note: “crisp icicles/spot the lines./Spines/drip.” (“Raising a Girl”)
In the section “Tracings”, the poem “Circle” after Robert Kroetsch, the shape is
paramount, because “we only have X amount/of emotions to choose from.” An ode to a
city is actually about a woman, “she is the city”. (“Oh, Vancouver”) Indeed, “the truth of
this city is in the grey.”
The map contains long lines. We appear to trace infinity but actually experience
loneliness. (“School Figures”) The scribe enacts a pivot, a breath. A Man o’ War slumps.
(“Outdoors, Water”) Physics is applied to terror (“Stealing Anatomies”), street, a coda,
"Skin of fish, bones of bird.” A clean landing applies to skaters as well as their “Final
Flight”. Circles retrace, repeat “they’re gone, all of them gone” possible pilot error, but
“Only the blades remain”. (p. 92) “Sheet” refers to the elements of the foot, the
paragraph, the body, a cycle. (p. 93)
The Glossary is useful in interpreting the poems, at some level. The Notes offer another
level. Elee Kraljii Gardiner directs Thursdays Writing Collective, a non-profit
organization of more than 150 writers in Vancouver. She is coeditor with John Asfour of
V6A: Writing from Vancouver's Downtown Eastside (Arsenal Pulp Press, 2012), which
was shortlisted for the 2012 City of Vancouver Book Award. She is also the editor and
publisher of seven books from the Collective, most recently Voice to Voice: an anthology
of music and transformation (Otter Press, 2013).
Her efforts to foster writers earned the 2015 Pandora's Collective BC Writer Mentor
Award. Her poetry won CV2's Lina Chartrand Award in 2011 and was a finalist for both
the Malahat’s Far Horizons 2014 Prize and the 2015 Robert Kroetsch Award for
Innovative Poetry. Her writing is published in TCR, Event, Prism International,
Lemonhound.com, Harvard Medicine Journal, and several anthologies, such as
ForceField (Mother Tongue), Walk Myself Home (Caitlin Press), Enpipe Line
(Creekstone), Alive at the Centre (Oolighan Press), and forthcoming Ghost Fishing (Split
This Rock). A frequent collaborator, she teaches workshops on creativity and social
writing. She is originally from Boston and is a dual U.S./Canadian citizen.

Review of Kerplnk, a verse novel of development, by Kerry Gilbert (nee Trevelyan)
(Vernon, B.C.: Kalamalka Press, 2005) 118 pp. paper.

The title poem relies on onomatopoeia, as the sound of stones breaking on the water, as
well as indicating or punctuating the junctures of her lived experiences, including a
sudden understanding of Eve, even when “it’s not an original paradise”. (p. 85) Her
genius is:
an unforgiving black sky
giving me just enough white to write
and rewrite the whole thing
from different points of view‒
(p. 72) See also:
[I] wrote. and rewrote. wrote
and rewrote the whole thing
from different points of view—
..................................
[T] I tore the paper into pieces
and never brought it up again
(p. 100)
A question once asked about the meaning of her verse novel is ultimately explicated, “it’s
a love story”. She eventually comes to an understanding that words create love, and she is
finally “ready for this—for you. for me.” (p. 113) The culmination is that she is no longer
small. “I am not so small anymore—not so empty.” (p. 113)
This is a truly self-styled love story, informed by feminist theory, a Bildungsroman
(novel of development) or Kunstlerroman (artist-novel) with a Preface by Kenneth
Phillips. However, I thought the sequentially numbered poetry passages were similar to
the free verse of Poetry Chicago, founded by Harriet Monroe and the work of Amy
Lowell. There are epigraphs from "Moulin Rouge", the movie, and Katharine Haake, No
Reason on Earth, a collection of short stories (1986).

Indeed,
I will not lie to you—all this is about me
I’m the main character—the protagonist
this is my monologue
(p. 45)
And she “wrote it down”. Further, “I don’t think mine is the type of novel you’d like to
read, love” (p. 60) However, she also relates the stories of others, family, friends,
strangers.
About the hurry-up and wait mode, she addresses the “airport gods”, in this instance, the
controllers,
those tired people in the control tower
who see the world in two dimensional blips
drink coffee and feel it churn
like propellers
(p. 2
She is a peripatetic traveller, who is leaving, again, “at the end of this”, the poem or of
life. Throughout, she will adopt,
and so it shall be a beginning
but not one of "those"
beginnings:
(p. 29)
with multiple instances throughout of “for the first time”.
There is an uncertainty about terrorism, escaped snakes, predators, the military
(demilitarised zone); the Bridge of No Return, the World Trade Centre Attack on
America, lightning, the Taliban; local branding of international franchises Hard Rock
Cafe, the Bean Scene, Towne Theatre, Denny’s; Vegas in Paradise, Fraser Island, Sidney
Opera House; MacDonalds, and the Gold Coast.
The glimpses are delivered as newspaper headlines, TV “news breaks”, “this is my
story”, a narrative thread, an Odyssean odyssey but undertaken by Penelope, his wife,
“one of the last great explorers”, one trip at a time, a gipsy.
There is a fondness for far-off places, until she is an old woman, sexual, “travelling his
body destination.” (p. 16) “[I]t’s about the journey” (p. 17) anticipation or foreplay is a
recurring theme, “on my body map” (p. 18); with no return from an Imax sky (p. 34,) a

topography of living (p. 38); island bound, the continent of Australia, and Vancouver
Island.
There is an interesting use of local diction. “Kickwillyloop”or Kickwillie Loop is in
Coldstream, B. C. “[K]imchee” also spelled "gimchi", is a traditional fermented Korean
side dish made of vegetables with a variety of seasonings. “[D]oona”, a car seat/stroller.
Wangoolba,, Wanggoolba Creek is a fresh water creek on Fraser Island. Kooaburra or
Kookaburras are terrestrial tree kingfishers of the genus Dacelo native to Australia and
New Guinea, which grow to between 28–42 cm (11–17 in) in length). [B]unya,
(Araucaria bidwillii, the bunya pine), is a large evergreen coniferous tree in the plant
family Araucariaceae. It is found naturally in south-east Queensland Australia.
The Preface examines parallel structure and I do agree that this is an important technique.
I came across the gendered role models, the lion and the lioness (with cubs); left hand of
the world and right hand an unborn child. Further, "boy meets girl, girl meets boy” (p.
24); “girl meets boy again” (p. 42), and “the way he sucked” (p. 43). The route: heads
Vernon, tails Kelowna , based on chance (p. 25) Note "to me/the north and to me/the
south (p. 35) while "both our worlds" (p. 40). To conclude, "you, Hansel, and I, Gretel"
(p. 73); "You, Adam, and I, Eve". (p. 111)
He "builds poetry/she plays image". (p. 50) The poem is her child, “a long string of
words” which satisfies the maternal urge, combined with an afterbirth of story, thought,
and splitting cells. (p. 84). The invocation, "let’s you and me re-make the world",
while she wants a sexual revolution, reclaiming of body and vocabularies, which blurs
the definition of gender boundaries. (p. 81) Add on the peeing on a white stick, a
reevaluation, but possibly cancerous.
Of the female astronaut (“gigantic man getting small”) and “oh, man”. (p. 6) The child or
woman “will not stay small” (“marriage prospect #7); whereas, in “marriage prospect
#1”, we discover a pattern poem, an option she appears to embrace. “marriage prospect
#2”, our parallel paths, puberty is “about finding blood/and feeling like a woman” (p. 39),
“my east gets a hysterectomy” (p. 40), “a woman growing from a woman”, (p. 40), PMS
(p. 41).
She calls for a less phallic-centred metaphor of woman than as “Adam’s rib” (p. 44).
Silence is expected of women, but she practices silence, in order to meditate (p. 61) and
she happily spends the rest of the morning writing. “I was taught to be a little woman” (p.
89) possibly by the school of women (p. 99) She wonders: “what’s wrong with being a
woman.” (p.101)
“marriage prospect #3” offers even biker roads end. In “marriage prospect #8” the need
to grow out of a small town, giving birth, he escapes and she feels robbed (p. 52).
“marriage prospect #6”, about her fruit boy and palm reading (see also tarot cards), “not a
marriage prospect #17, a dialogue. (p. 58) “marriage prospect #4”, she feels disillusioned
about saving the world, marriage prospect #5, and others.

Her craft, “heavy adjectives”, “floating paper”, “a book dedicated to you”; “the words fall
up and out” (p. 25) “I would like to write you” (p. 32) She has memorized “the serenity
prayer”, although she does not understand the words. (p. 47), “words that stick...like
lyrics of a song”; black poised on white paper” (p. 50)
I would like to write you
pencil your fingers on my neck
think up your tongue
and eyes before climax
your words would be universe shaping
evolving like a flat world
you would touch my fingertips
(p. 32)

She employs the serenity prayer as prompts for her own writing (p. 55) Elsewhere, white
space, black words, white canvas (p. 103)
The instinctual circling routes on which we rely are, in part, to comfort us, after the
umbilical cord was cut. She so like a circle with a door, “dis-/concerting”; spherical
globes, a story comes full circle (p. 25) driving “curve slow” (p. 25), oval mirror (p. 30).
The loss of virginity aligns with “losing myself” a first, in a long line (p. 23) “when I lost
my virginity/ (got laid)” / “(a secret handshake)” , “(de-flowered)” (p. 33). The classic
losing her period (this girl, to be a man); “missing period” puns on both menstrual cycle
and the punctuation mark. (p. 15) The means of communication but tin cans and a string,
when conversation is devoid of words; "when you’ve started to pick up my language—
/and I know that I’ve left my mark.” (p. 75)
The numerical code of 30 years, 12 months of endings, 18 hours (p. 15); departure gates,
flight numbers, 16-hour lay-over, four parents (north, south, east, west;) and she is one of
four children or “split atoms” (p. 18) The east "whispered" (p. 26) storage, heavy life,
incubation, weightlessness vs. velocity (p. 20),
As readers, we vicariously experience the beautiful chaos of Hong King, with her own
blonde blue-eyed appearance, "Gold Coast Hwy”, Brisbane International Airport.
The genders are bending, “because you are a woman” (p. 105); what every man wants,
what every woman wants (p. 30). Her own brothers mistreat women because they can (p.
97), more than once associated with the family BBQ. Compare the earlier instance when
Mom was breastfeeding the baby, “the boys and I stuffed broccoli/ and BBQ chicken
furiously/ into our mouths.” (p. 71)

The economy, like the human condition, is shutting down. (p. 48). Witness a new history
(p. 50), stretched history, an afterbirth. A pattern or picture poem based on “a plateau of
mismanaged meanings”, is a pure panorama, the full moon nine months pregnant. (p. 91)
She views the homeless as joined by the connection, whether “cable and electrician’s
tape” (p. 92) but the women who gave birth to them are silent.
Even superman was reduced to “merely a man”. (p. 95) she links the possibility of death
with South Korea and Australia. (p. 96) She is not one of those women who lives to
become a wife and wonders if she is lovable.
will you support these words
by a woman who has created space
to speak
(p. 102)
“it’s lifeless/like the clean white shirt you left handing in the closet/like the other side of
our bed. (p. 108) Vibrations hit the white of the page (p. 109), with
acts of love as proof of living
the fact that I’m even writing this at all
that I love with words, am in love
(p. 110)
Gilbert taught English in South Korea, her graduate work at Griffith University in
Australia, earning an M.A. with an earlier version of kerplnk as her thesis. Gilbert was
born in Calgary, Alberta, and raised in Vernon, British Columbia. She started her
university career at Okanagan University College. She finished her Bachelor of Arts at
Malaspina University College, in Nanaimo, with a major in Creative Writing and a minor
in Liberal Studies. She undertook her Master's in Creative Writing at Griffith University,
in Australia, for which she received academic excellence. Gilbert started teaching
Creative Writing and Literature Courses, at Okanagan University College in January
2003. She continues to live in Vernon, with her husband and three kids. She believes in
the unique opportunities for students of Okanagan College, and is happy to be a part of
such a dynamic, creative English Department.
Kerry A. Gilbert, B.A., M.A. Other Publications: Tight Wire: prose poems (Mother
Tongue Publishing, April 2016). "Ahjooma", "May", "sleeping in south korea",
"Monsoon Season", Who Lies Beautifully: Kalamalka Anthology (Vernon: Kalamalka
Press, 2002); "Sailing in September", "Channel Surfing", "Middle of March" Portal
Literary Magazine (Nanaimo: Malaspina University, 1998. "Jealousy" Portal Literary
Magazine (Nanaimo: Malaspina University, 1997.

Credentials:
MA (Griffith University), BA (Okanagan University College, Malaspina University
College)
Recent Projects:
I have been working on a second verse novel and a screen play.
Recently Read:
John Lent's The Path to Ardroe and Frances Greenslade's Shelter.
Currently Teaching:
Fall 2014: ENGL 100 & 116; Winter 2014: ENGL 126 & 210
What Students May Not Know:
I did my first two years of University at Okanagan University College.
Why I Teach:
I love the process of teaching, because I love what it means to learn.

http://www.okanagan.bc.ca/Programs/Areas_of_Study/arts/Departments/english/Faculty.
html

Sneha Madhavan-Reese is the author of the poetry collection Observing the Moon. Her
poems have appeared in literary journals in Canada, the U.S. and Australia, and have
been anthologized in Global Poetry Anthology 2015. Winner of the Diana Brebner Prize,
she was also a finalist for the Montreal International Poetry Prize, the Far Horizons
Award for Poetry, and the Alfred G. Bailey Prize. She lives with her family in Ottawa.
Review of Observing the Moon, by Sneha Madhaven-Reese (Regina: Hagios Press,
2015) 96 pp. paper.
This full length collection is divided into four sections. In “Child’s Play” the title uses
diction to demonstrate a pattern of second language inculcation. There are multiple
languages, the Indian dialects of Malayalam, Kannada, and Konkani among them.
Although she recognizes words, she has an inability to understand, so communicates in
English, for example. (“Travelling in South India”)

The role of the father is explores in the first section, from audio of Shakespeare in
Malayalam, his native tongue; his mentorship of the daughter at the public library; for
Malayalam written script, and memorizing poetry. However, this connection has
diminished, “how small/the world has become” because there are no more books, trips
taken, or lessons; simply fragments and television. (“The Things My Father Taught Me”)
He once broke coconuts, to share with her the milk. (“Devotion”) Her father’s birth date
is unknown, while her own precisely timed. (“Certainty”) She feels disconnected from
him, when her paternal grandmother dies. (“When I Was a Child”) Her father always cut
her hair short. (“Walking Away”) Her father is already planning his “next life”. (“Next
Time”) While growing up, she relied on her own imaginary world, stories fashioning
their own legends. She questions her father’s influence and, therefore, her own on her
Canadian child. (“Coming Back Around”) A fable describes the poet as learning words
about nature. (“A Giant’s Life”) Good manner matter. (“Blowing Cold”) “Seeking” is a
minimalist poem. (See also: “Message”, p. 36; “Balance”, p. 39) “Autumn Interlude”
employs personification.
The second section “Beloved” begins with the poet learning “that even our bodies are
costumes”, in a poem “On Halloween”. She has an inability of remembering certain
details. (“But Not the Car”) The time for planting has already passed. (“This Summer”)
There are challenges. (“Cutting Out Hearts”) Medication comes in a rainbow of colour
for mood altering treatments. (“Cocktail”) Some women traditionally burn incense to
foretell the future. Friendship and love are recurrent themes, in “Out of Blue” she is at the
Public Garden. Florida is comparative. (“Thirty Below”) Like hearts, she share cutouts in
snow with her daughter. (“Words for Snow”) The trek is from coast to coast. (“Berrea”)
In the third section “Daughterhood” the poet is dealing with mothering, midwifery,
birthing; nursing, naming, raising daughters, bathing, and other related topics. The
epigraph compares a poem with “only the way a body contains life.” The ocean is adored,
compared with birth waters breaking, and feminized as “she”, “her curves”, with
personification. (p. 51) A family cat is displaced by a daughter; as she grows, he
diminished, until his imminent death. (“Other End of the Journey”) The birth was
accompanied by “such tireless care”. (in an “Ode” ) She holds and is, in turn, held by the
earth. Baby care is learned not innate.
So many “firsts” are marked, such as walking. (“Imitating”) At “Five Months”, then night
crying (“Window”), the beast becomes a human child. (“Awakening”) Stories render
characters, from mythology. Exploring nature, recalling her own childhood, (“Gods of
My Youth”); the “how-tos”, (tea, a new home), pages filled with ink and photos.
(“Recording”)
In the fourth and final section “Changing Light”, the reader thinks of changing the baby,
but the poet invokes the God of Beginnings, how Ganesha made meaning from black
marks on a page. Description becomes “encoded desire”. Words are born, through
inspiration. (“Every Morning....”) A baby is a poem of sorts, who prefers books. The poet
creates one mind, “of yours and mine.” (p. 73) A child will be “a person of letters”. (p.

74) The Malayalam alphabet is imbedded in the text of the poem, amazing. She
appreciates the tapestry. She leads a blind friend on a run. (“Running Blind”) The family
sleeps. (“Giving In”) A classroom and collecting French words are conjoined. (“Learning
French”) A child learning (“Learning Malayalam”) Her words come quickly. (“Learning
Signs”) There’s a song. (“Toddlerhood) Ten years into marriage (“Lining Up”) Neptune
(“Blasting Off)
The title poem compares vision with the naked eye with binoculars, about learning from
observation. The moon, “la lune”, pockmarked face, English, French, sign, and
Malayalam. Astronomy, “I tried to put my findings into words/but ended with only
jagged lines on a page.” (p. 90) about the constellations and her daughter’s insights. The
Queen, Aesop, Emily Dickinson’s poetry apply to citizenship. (“Becoming Canadian”)
Yet, change is appreciated, “We don’t make up our minds.”

